
 

 
 

Basic information on controlling the functions of the 

apartment 
 

A small screen with a control panel is located on the distribution board where circuit breakers are 

installed. The same control interface is also accessible from any device with a web browsers at the 

address:  

 

http://192.168.100.254 
 

Default login data: 
Login:   number of your apartment 

Password:  the same as the WiFi password 

 

These default login data may be changed in the system. 

 

Lighting control. 
 

With one click of the button, the lights in your apartment may be turned on / off. If you hold the button, 

you can make the brightness of the light go up / down. 

 

You may control the lights and their intensity both through the online interface or using the control panel 

located on the distribution board. Using the interface, you can also set up various lighting scenes and 

switch between them quickly. 

 

Heating control 
 

Your apartment is divided into various zones, and each of them is regulated differently. Each zone can 

have its own temperature set within the Comfort, Low and Minimum modes. If you choose the Time 

Programme, the system switches between the Comfort and Low modes automatically. These 

temperatures may be set up either on the screen located on the distribution board or through the web 

interface. Heating can also be completely turned off within the individual zones using the main switch in 

the interface. 

 

Bathrooms use their own autonomous thermostats to regulate the electric floor heating system. 

 

If you apartment is equipped with a thermostat located in the hallway, the main heat supply is regulated 

for the whole apartment by this very thermostat. If that is the case, we recommend the desired 

http://192.168.100.254/


 

 
 

temperature on this thermostat to be set up to a higher temperature (e.g. 26°C) so that the supply of heat 

to the individual rooms is not closed. 

 

 

Control of blinds 
 

Blinds are controlled using the up / down buttons. One push of the button moves the blinds in the 

desired direction by a small step (blinds fold or unfold). If you hold the button longer, the blinds go 

completely up / down. 

 

Blinds may also be controlled using the control panel, either on the screen or online. You may use time 

programmes for automatic changes of position. During strong winds, the blinds are automatically drawn 

all the way up to prevent damage. 

 

 

The "leaving" function 
 

If you hold the "leaving" button for a long time, you will completely shut all power that goes to appliances 

and lights. With a double click of the button, just all lights turn off. To turn the function on again, just 

press any button. 

 

 
 


